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Treatments

Why have treatments?

"Needing help doesn't have a look, but asking for it
always looks beautiful"

Brittany Burgunder
 

Energy treatments work on the human system in a unique way. 
 They reach parts that other interventions do not, helping us access
inner depths we might otherwise find inaccessible.  They work well
on their own, or alongside other modalities. 

It'll be my privilege to facilitate treatments for you as and when the
time is right.

Catherine 

~~~~~
If you would like to find out more, please get in touch or arrange a
short Zoom meeting.

Call or WhatsApp:  +44 7770 267230

E-mail:   catherine@beingspace.world

Arrange a Zoom meeting: 
 https://go.oncehub.com/15MinuteChatWithCatherineLlewellyn
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'Pellowah opens the door to whatever wants to come through'

This could be a deep period of rest and recuperation, a burst of inspiration, a
boost in creativity, a clearing of dross and confusion, a delving into deep
emotion, or whatever it is you need at the time. I've personally experienced
all of these and more with Pellowah.

Pellowah comes direct from Source. The practitioner does not direct the
energy, the energy directs the practitioner. This means that the Pellowah
energy responds directly to you and what you need, without requiring human
intervention, direction or interpretation.

The focus of Pellowah is your consciousness, and whatever shift may be
required for your highest potential. As we know, we naturally move through
many different states and modes. At any given moment, what we need is a
subtle blend of many factors. Pellowah has an uncanny capacity to tune into
all of that and deliver what you need.

60 minutes hands-off treatment ~ distant or in person.

~~~~~
Investment for a Distant Pellowah treatment:  £80
Investment for an In-Person Pellowah treatment:  £120

Arrange a Pellowah Treatment: 
https://go.oncehub.com/PellowahWithCatherineLlewellynBeingSpace

Pellowah Energy Technique

https://go.oncehub.com/PellowahWithCatherineLlewellynBeingSpace
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This technique erases any past-life blockages that are affecting your life at
the present time. With this method, you can tap into past-life memory
consciously and heal any trauma associated with the experience.

It will also give you a full understanding of how it has blocked your life up to
that point.

The effects of this technique are usually dramatic as the personality changes
to accommodate a less limited and fearful way of thinking that has been
carried over from past life.

60 minutes hands-on treatment ~ in person only.

~~~~~

Investment for a Past-Life Assimilation Technique treatment:  £80

Arrange a Past-Life Assimilation Technique Treatment: 
https://go.oncehub.com/PLATwithCatherineLlewellynBeingSpace

Past-Life Assimilation Technique
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Arbah Healing is like an organ transplant but for the aura instead of the
body.

This healing technique allows you to cut a piece of the aura from the auric
field, treat it and replace it back into the aura giving the aura a more
positive blueprint for change.

This form of healing is used in more extreme cases, especially mental
illness and very stubborn unproductive thought patterns. It has also had
good results with ADHD and similar cases.

Hands-off treatment ~ in person only.

By application only.

Arbah Technique


